Geology
Action taken

As per the feedback and

Alumni of

our

Department,

Report based

on

the feedback

suggestions received

current

on

curriculum

from students, teachers, parents and

teachers and class

meeting at Department Faculty room.

representatives

had

an

internal

Suggestions and responses:
After

the ease in covid-19 restrictions, each batch will be given at least one fieid/

Lab/Institute visit per year.
2.

3.

A

geology forum

named GeoFOCUS

created, for conducting interactive

sessions

within batches and inter batches for
improving students' communication skills.
Interactive workshops with successful students of
exams

to be

was

competitive

are

planned

conducted in every two years, under the banner of
GeoFOCUS.
4.

PTA

meeting

for each Semester

to

evaluate each student's results and intimation of

progress with parents is planned.
5.

A
a

plan

to

purchase

view of

students

5

computers and establishing

giving practice

to

to

a

computer lab in the department with

students in various

Geological software
prepare their Study Mapsand Project Report.

and

facilitating

6. Books in the department will be transferred soon to College General Library and
students can access them as per the library rules.
7. Classes and Seminars by Industrial and academic experts every year is planned and has
already been organized.

8. Along with descriptive question pattern followed by the University, Objective exams
will also be conducted as Internal exams in each Semester.
9. Strengthening of Alumni group, with an objective of "Return to department", for
infrastructure improvement is being planned.

10. Innovative teaching methods is being planned for students; Peer teaching will be given
full encouragement. Preparation of geological model and sample collection on relevant

and widely

accepted classification schemes will

be

given priority.

In general, student will be given an understanding of his/her strengths and weaknesses.
Steps will be adopted to polish strengths andimprove weakness and thereby making him

capable to choose his/her own future endeavors, based on his/her interest, better logical
opportunities available.
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